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Indian art studies till recently have conspicuously evaded 
issues pertaining to ancient Indian artist, taking Indian 
art as anonymous1

• The notions about anonymity have 
perpetually thrived, aided, on one hand, by western 
scholarship till early twentieth century that judged Indian 
art in the light of 'Orientalism' or Classical Archaeology; 
and by brahmanical texts, on the other, that consistently 
devalued crafts to a lowly status and relegated craftsmen 
to the rank of sudra. Even Coomaraswamy, whose 
contribution to Indian art studies is substantial, held that 
traditional artist was not given to self-expression2• In a 
marked contrast to such notions, recent researches have 
afforded useful information both on artist and social 
realities governing their status and function.3 The relevant 
information, so brought forth, has helped in eroding 
assertions about anonymity of ancient Indian art tradition 
ad~ing at the same time significant epigraphic data on 
artists and their specific work. Information, thus 
accumulated, comes from different parts of India 
including Karnataka 4

, Madhya Pradesh5 Himachal 
Pradesh6 and Rajasthan. A document from O;issa besides 
some fie~d data from Khajuraho and northern Madhya 
Pradesh m the form of graffiti and masons' marks afford 
valuable hard evidence on artists and their work. These 
mate~ials. als~ help in exemplifying their organizational 
and Inshtu.honal network and add significantly to 
whatever httle had been written on the subject by 
Kr.amaris~h (1.958)1 and Sivaramamurti (1934).8 This paper 
bnefly h1ghhghts the relevant material about artists 
covering the period from Vedic times down to the middle 
ages. The details follow. 

There is little in the Vedic texts to distinguish an artist 
from c~aftsmen though ~orks of art besides techniques 
and sklll are often mentioned and have significance in 
their original context as well as in the perspectives of 
literature that developed subsequently.9 Vedic texts 

mention little about figural representations but rupa in 
reference to 'form' constituting something tangible is a 
favourite subject of speculation in them. Rflpa in the 
~gveda is a 'universal principle'; its primal source and 
secondary manifestations stand in tandem as for instance, 
in the ~gveda (VI.47.18) where 'form' and its "counter 
form" seem to stand ever in co-relation (rupam rupam 
pratirupo babhuva tadasya rupam praticaksanuya). Rflpa is 
'fashioned' in a variety of ways and artifice is often 
implicit in such descriptions. A work of art and beauty is 
defined by the term silpa. 10 In Vedic references artificer, 
whether a divine being or a: craftsman, is exalted for his 
act of creating beauty. Thus Tvastr 'carves' (pimsatu) the 
'forms' (Tvastii rflpiini pimsatu, ~gveda 10.184.1) or the 
beauty of Usas is described as susilpa (Rgveda 9.5.6; 
10.70.6) or, the works of art and craft like an elephant, a 
goblet, a garment, an object of gold or a mule chariot are 
made in 'imitation' (anukrti) of 'divine crafts' (deva silpa). 
In the Aitareya Briihmana (6.27), 'harmony' (chandas) 
characterizes such works, which, in performance, are 
supposed to 'culture the self' (atmanam samskurute). The 
Vedic roots like pis-, han-, kris-, tvaks- and mi-, convey the 
technique and artifice involved and the consummate 
product of such acts is supposed to manifest itself in cftra, 
rflpa and silpa 11

• Rbhus, who were mortals turned 1nto 
divine beings, possessed 'good hands' (Rbhuvah suhastah, 
Rgveda, 1.35.3) and they are supposed to have carved the 
limbs with pointed implements. The action here, in terms 
of 'fashioning' an object by manual exercise, is conveyed 
by the root pis-. 12 Similarly, a carpenter (taksan) 
embellishes his woodwork with pleasing carvings.13 Or, 
a 'form' is "measured" to beings.14 The process of cutting 
and shaping is explained by the root tak~- which also 
implies chiselling and polishing in the Rgveda (5.2.11: 
ratham na dhi"ram svapa ataksam) or in the Rgveda (3.38.1: 
adhitasteva di"dhayii manisan), implying 'brightening up a 
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song in the manner a carpenter makes a piece of wood 
shine.' Visvakarma, the divine artificer, creates things out 
of dhiitu and the act is known as sanghamana.15 Creation is 
not necessarily a manual activity in the Rgveda. It is often 
achieved by sheer mental excellence or by mysterious 
power out of nothing tangible, as it were, for we have in 
the Rgveda (1.51.10) Usanas who fashions (taksad) 'power 
with power'. 16 Or, we have Saraswati in the Taittiriya 
Brahmana who creates internal beauty.17 Skill, in these 
references, is essentially an attribute that defines someone 
as an artist and the terms damsana, sad, kratu, maya and 
dhira imply such skills or propensities in producing or 
fabricating forms, whether material or non-material.18 Of 
these different terms, dhira 19 is especially relevant to 
artisans' skill. 

Brief though the details reproduced here are, they yet 
seem to clarify the early perceptions about skills of early 
artists and craftsmen, divine or human, and their 
relevance in concretizing either 'forms' or a phenomenon. 
The act required mental or manual dexterity or both and 
elevated the doer in that creative act of doing. The 
relevant enunciations contain explicit hints of idealizing 
the skilled artifice in Vedic society and underscore the 
exalted status of those possessed of it for they were 
supposed to be endowed with mysterious power.20 Thus, 
a 'dear' vipra to warriors-a karu-accompanies them to 
battlefield;21 or invokes gods' help for peaceful possession 
of property.22 In a society that was graduating into 
sedentary patterns of living, growing with different kinds 
of human settlements, 23 artisans apparently enjoyed 
respect of the community. Social relationships then seem 
to have been based on interdependence within the 
community and craftsmen fulfilled an important role in 
producing utility goods for the community even as a kiiru, 
a vardhaki or a taksan occasionally produced a work of art 
in wood. In any c~se, the passages quoted above help ~ 
explaining the role and status of artists and craftsm~~ m 
the early Vedic society. These ideas occur more exphcit~y 
in the literature of subsequent times and formally explam 
aesthetic foundations of Indian art.24 But even in early 
texts silpa-the instrument of artists~ action-has been 
idealized as an extraordinary potential that was held as 
a sanctifying principle or a supportive, sustaining a~d 
strengthening force. It was supposed to be a propensity 
either 'divine' (daivi) or anthropocentric (manusa) in 
character. In being emulated it tuned the performer into 
its harmony (chandas). As an ingenuous generative 
principle silpa was supposed to be amorphous, existing 
merely in the idea or notion of it, simply by itself. When 
resorted to, it turned into a boundless energy which filled 
the universe with antariksa (atmosphere), extended the 
earth, strengthened the sun and differentiated 'all 
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forms'. 25 Such conceptualizations about silpa presuppose 
an exalted status of its practitioners: the artists and 
craftsmen. 

Eventually, artists seem to have lost their preeminent 
status as a result of growing occupational divisions in 
society. As the class of warriors and priests rose up the 
powers and privileges of the community declined. 26 This 
seems to have adversely affected the status of artists and 
craftsmen and their occupational pursuits. The priestly 
bias against silpins is indicated by the disabilities, which 
texts imposed on silpis. From the middle of the first 
millennium B.C. the texts contain hints of tension between 
different sections of society and they tend to indicate that 
the practice of crafts was no longer in tune with priestly 
temper.27 

The Maitri Upanisad (VII.8), for instance, regards those 
living on silpa as unworthy of heaven. Apastamba and 
Gotama ordain that the food offered by those living on 
silpa must not be accepted. Gautama allows a brUhrnana 
to accept food from a trader who is not an artisan but 
prohibits him from doing that from those, including a 
c~rpe~.t~r, who practiced silpa (crafts).28 Imposition of 
diS~bihties on ~ose practicing art and crafts might reflect 
notions of purity and pollution that applied to different 
crafts and to the people who practiced them. But that is 
only one side of the story for the Buddhist texts, on the 
contrary, indicate a phenomenal rise of silpas.29 

From the sixth century BC. onwards, the rise of towns 
in the wake of second urbanization produced mobility 
in the ranks of artisans. The vardhakin and taksan among 
~em .seem to have taken advantage of the emerging 
situation when stone came into use in raising structural 
or the rock-cut works.30 They started working on stone 
and swe~led the ranks of artists who were exclusively 
engaged m artwork. The coming into being of guild (sreni) 
of c~afts~en from the Mauryan times onwards and 
proliferat!~~ ~f Buddhist monuments besides those given 
to the AJlVIkas must have contributed to this 
development. 31 Isolation of artisans working within 
village co~~ties seems to have ended as the process 
of urbanization got strengthened. Between the fifth 
century BC. and the second century AD. Works of art 
found~ marke.t and artists found patronage, as demand 
for their work mcreased. Panini in a sutra (ive pratikritau) 
makes a distinctt·on b tw · f · . . e een the rmages made or earnmg 
hvehhood and those made for (sale in) market. 32 A Jiitaka 
refers to a.goldsmith who was invited by a prince to make 
a fema~e figure out of a quantity of gold.3..1 The carpenters 
collecting. wood from a forest and constructing dwellings 
t~ the satisfaction of their clients figure in the Alinacitta 
fataka.

34 
The Milinda Panho mentions an architect who lays 

out and raises a city, and when "the city was fully 
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developed he might go away to another district". 35 A 
Jiitaka (IV.207) refers to a brahmana who plied the trade 
of a carpenter (v.ardhaki). This indicates that the siistric 
rules about practice of crafts by siidras alone were not 
always adhered to. silpis often grew up to have an 
enhanced economic status and that could have made their 
profession attractive. The Anguttara Nikaya (ill.363) refers 
to practice of crafts (sippiiditthiina), which had earned 
prosperity to their practitioners, turning them into 
gahapatis.36 

. 

In these circumstances, composition of the class of 
artists seems to have become a-symmetrical. we have 
different kinds of artisans coming up by the Mauryan 
times, with the affluent and resourceful ones running 
their own manufactories, offering employment to others 
while still others functioned independently on their own 
resources. Of these two kinds-which find mention in 
the Arthasiistra of Kautilya-the kiirusiisitr (master
craftsman) employed a large number of artisans, while 
the savittakiiru had his own capital and workshop37 

through which he plied his trade. Other kinds of artists 
also surfaced, and some among them operated under the 
direction and control of institutionalized religions like 
the Buddhism and Bhagavatism. Some artists, under 
Buddhist samghas, seem to have assumed different roles 
within the samgha as they are mentioned as bhadanta, thera, 
bhatudesaka (addresses of respect within samgha) and 
bhiinaka (reciter of text).38 Artists and craftsmen also 
start~d receiving now the patronage of ruling princes. 
For Instance, a Banabasi inscription of the time of 
Visnukada Chutukulananda refers to Skandasvati both 
as ~ minister a~d as_ a T<;ammantika (foreman of a group of 
artisans). The Inscription records gift of a vihiira and a 
tank by a princess, and Skandasvuti was the kammantika 
in both th~ cases. 39 Thus a hierarchy seems developing 
among artists no~, distinguishing ordinary workers from 
those who occupied a position of authority under the 
patronage of rulers or institutionalized religions. The 
latter performed supervisory roles also, as was the case 
with Skandasvati, mentioned above. In these 
cir~umstances, it seems that specialization in particular 
skills also grew among the artists as their tasks 
diversified. The titles and designations of artists 
mentioned in epigraphs bring out these distinctions and 
differentiations within their rank. The titles like avesanin 
and navakarmika seem to indicate a status of authority, 
specially a supervisory role of those who had such 
designation. 40 The term iivesanin (chief of artists' 
workshop) occurs seven times in epigraphs of the early 
Christian era: once at Sanchi in case of Ananda, a 
Satavahana artist who carved the south Gate of the main 
stupa, and six times in the cases of artists in ancient Vengi 
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region in Andhra Pradesh. Other designations like 
rupakara (sculptor), rupadaksa (painter-sculptor}, siliilaka 
(worker on stone), mithika (stone polisher), kadhicaka 
(brick-layer, graduating to working on stone), saila
vardhaki (carpenter-turned stone-worker) and damtakara 
(ivory-carver)41 point to the artist who specialized in 
different skills in their respective domains of work. The 
Mahiivastu42 mentions many other specialists like citrakara 
(painter), vardhaki-rupakara (maker of images in wood), 
kiirupatrika (carvers), pustakiiraka (clay-modellers)~ 
pustakarmakiiraka (plasterer), lepaka (decorater), sthapatt 
(architect) and sutrakiira (expert in measuring by thread). 
Artists' workshop had come into being already in the 
times of Panini (41h century BC.).Some of these perhaps 
represented the places where an anteviisi43 leamt the craft. 

It appears that apprentices like an anteviisi came to 
master-craftsmen from distant places to learn the craft 
and it was the responsibility of the latter to lodge such 
apprentices in his home or workshop. These apprentices 
apparently worked for their masters (iiciiryas) and in 
accomplishing the prescribed work they had to 
acknowledge the master-apprentice (guru-sisya) 
relationship perhaps with a sense of pride or otherwise 
in order to assert their expertise in a fast growing demand 
of their products. Two stone sculptures and their 
inscriptions of third century B.C. from. Mathura-one 
representing a Yaksa and another a Yaksini- refer to 
Kunika, a master-artist, and to Gomitaka and Naka-who 
were his apprentices-who respectively carved those 
sculptures. 44 Emergence of workshops, so also of master
artists and apprentices working under them give reason 
to suggest the beginnings of what may be termed as the 
gharana system of artists and their style representing the 
continuities of guru-sisya tradition-a tradition which has 
been so typical in the domain of Indian music and dance. 
Gharanas may have operated through the direct 
descendants of master-artists and through their 
apprentices (anteviisis) or disciples who were accepted in 
the fold though they came from distant places and went 
back the same way after completion of training. Later 
texts 45 enjoin that jf a master-artist did not impart proper 
training to his apprentice or if he engaged him in works 
other than those for which he had joined the iiciirya, the 
state could intervene and punish him for ignoring his 
duty. An anteviisi, on his part was required to defray a 
part of his gains to his guru in the form of a guru-daksinii. 
The rules of residence and training were codified to 
govern the activities of both the master-artist and 
apprentice. Such regulatory dispensation apparently 
signifies a valorization of activities concerning arts and 
crafts. 

Master-artists no longer remained confined to their 
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native places as demand for their work grew 
considerably. Itinerant artists figure repeatedly in ancient 
inscriptions. The master-craftsman (avesanin) Siddhartha 
of Amaravati and his father w;ere the residents of 
Nadatura in the district of Kammaka (Andhra Pradesh). 
But Siddhartha moved to work at Jaggayyapetta.46 

Similarly, an inscription from Amaravati refers to an artist 
who was a resident of Vrrapura47.but who had moved to 
Amaravati for work. The practice of specifying the native 
place in inscriptions amounts to registering their 
addresses so that they could be easily approached by 
patrons for work. Artists who remained localized to 
particular places of their residence are also known from 
some inscriptions. For instance, the Chandaka brothers 
identify themselves as residents of Mathura. They seem 
to have operated together with Nandibala who was eldest 
of them48• The ivory carvers who worked on a torana 
(gateway of the main stupa) at Sanchi belonged to Vidisha. 
The evidence about there being a category of itinerant 
artists allows us to suggest that they represented a class 
of free labour, free from controls of residence, which 
afforded them the liberty to move to places at will in 
search of the kind of specialized work which suited their 
expertise. The Buddhist samgha offered them works in 
plenty. The Arthasiistra of Kautilya refers to Silpis, Icarus 
and other artisans who performed work and received 
wages. A vardhaki is recommended two hundred panas 
as wages while a kiirusilpi received only one hundred and 
fifty panas. Absence of specific evidence makes it difficult 
to decide whether rules of forced labour (visti) applied 
on those artists who were engaged exclusively in works 
of art and architecture.49 1t is likely that the rules of visti 
applied on them too. In the Junagarh inscription, the 
ruling prince Rudradaman takes pride in proclaiming 
that in renovating the lake Sudaruana he got the jobs done 
without resorting to visti. 50 Such a pride might have 
stemmed from the fact that this act was more of an 
exception than the rule. Or, it is possible that rules of 
forced labour applied to silpins according to their 
individual place in hierarchy. Those artists who worked 
for princes or rulers enjoyed greater authority, freedom 
and wealth too, than the artists who plied their trade in 
market. Patanjali has stated that a carpenter engaged to 
work for a king did not entertain private work. 
Skandasvuti was a kammantika but at the same time, he 
was also a minister. The rulers' patronage to artists may 
have favourably altered the income and status of 
individual artists. Also, those of them, who owned 
workshops and manufactories and employed others of 
their profession, must have similarly prospered. In the 
same way, those artisans who joined Buddhist samgha 
rose to the status of theras or bhadanta and freed 
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themselves from the rigours and constraints of the 
brahmanical varna-jiiti system that was restrictive. Their 
sudra status however, seems to have remained un-altered 
in Brahmanical text. 

Little is known about artists of the Gupta times. A 
notable exception however, is the instance of Yasa Dinna 
of Mathura who carved the Buddha images51 that have 
come down from Mathura and Kushinagara in Uttar 
Pradesh. The masons' marks occur in plenty on the 
Dhamekha stupa at Sarnath and afford some evidence of 
their self-expression if not with names then at least with 
symbols. These marks may be identified as the coded 
insignia, graphemes or symbols (cinha) of artists' 
institutional organizations (guilds or gharanas?), which 
found mention in the later texts.52 

We may now pass on to artists in the Middle Ages. 
The early Middle Age in the history of art is marked by a 
phenomenal growth in art activity. Temple building 
became a broad-based socio-religious movement in 
which donors representing a cross section of 
contemporary society participated with great fervour. 
Emergence of artists' guilds marks an important 
development in the early Middle ages distinguishing this 
period from the earlier ones. Early instances of 
stonemasons' guilds are few in number and are found 
only from Bandhogarh (159 A.D),53 where they made the 
stone-benches (asanapatta-s); Siyadoni (eighth century);54 

where the silakuta-s together with betel sellers and oil
millers made a gift to a local temple; and in the 
Lakshmesvara inscription (eighth century,)55 where they 
are mentioned among the eighteen prkrti-s, 'artisans' (who 
constituted guilds of different kinds)56• But this situation 
changed later when we do come across some evidence 
?n .arti,sts orga~izing i~t_? exclusive ganas or gosthi, 
.gutlds .. A gosth_z of the szlpzs of Varendra (North Bengal) 
ts .. menttoned tn the Deopada Stone Inscription of 
~tJayase:'a (~.1.096-1159 A.D.). The inscription refers to 
ranaka Sulaparu, the crest jewel of the guild of artisans of 
Varendra' (Viirendraka silpigosthi cudiimani) his father 
Brihaspa5~, grand_fathe~ Manodusa and great ~andfath:r 
Dharma . The htle ranaka used for him indicates his 
posi~o~ of authority. In another instance, a Calukyan 
mscnp~on re~ers to sarva siddha iiciinJas who were well 
v.ers~~ m ~e s~cr~ts of s:I sile mudde' ss. The term perhaps 
sigrufies a. ~d of artists and the inscription refers to 
the modalities of expulsion or banishment of artists from 
their organizational fold, and their re-admission back into 
it. The inscription thus seems to indicate that artists 
belongU:g to particular guilds were bound to observe 
professional discipline of their fold, failing which 
c~r~ec~ive steps might have become necessary to 
discipline them. In any case, the instance offers a hint of 
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both authority and resistance that surfaced in enforcing 
the professional codes. 

Khajuraho in Madhya Pradesh is also supposed to 
contain some eyidence on artists' groups. This evidence 
is based on certain label inscriptions on temples and 
sculptures inscribed with certain proper names which are 
suffixed with the Brahmi alphabet ga. The letter ga has 
been interpreted as an abbreviation for the term gana. 
Seven such ganas are supposed to have functioned at 
Khajuraho and these are identified as Anuru, Bhaita, 
Mata, Savara, Sidha, Temana apd Thavana, among 
others. 59 But these designations appear so 'provincial' that 
the status of a 'guild' may be only tentatively acceptable 
in their cases. Inscriptions from Kama taka, however, offer 
firm evidence on the existence of artists' guilds and refer 
to the artists of Saraswati- gana.60 Scattered references to 
Dasojja, an artist of Balligame (Shimoga District of 
Karnataka) who belonged to Saraswati gana affords 
details of work performed by him-all in the Hoysala 
kingdom between AD.1117 and 1152) in the different 
temple in Kamataka. This included an image of Acyuta 
at Sitihonda; of Kesava at Mattihall; siilabhanfljikii figures 
at Belur, images at the Cannakesvara temple of Belur and 
Hoyasalesvara temple of Halebidu; relief panels at 
Sravana Belgola and an inscription at Kalikatte 

The titles like pathuriya-paryanga nayaka, silpi-nayaka 
and kulapata samanta designating silpls and sutradhara in 
eastern India 61 similarly indicate existence of 
confederations of artists whose chiefs carried those titles. 
It is likely that guilds of artists formed in some fluid 
modes as a result of their localization in certain particular 
villages. The records from Karnataka indicate a 
concentration of artists in the Shimoga district. 62 Eastern 
Indian inscriptions refer to Pouali, a village in Bengal that 
produced many famed artists. Among them occur 
Mahendra, son of Vikramaditya; Sasidhara; Pushyaditya, 
son of Chandraditya; and Sasideva, son of Hriddeva.63 It 
was usual for rulers to establish artisans on the lands close 
to a temple. Sometimes, monasteries or those who 
managed temples, also encouraged artists' settlements 
in the vicinity of temples. After the completion of the Sun 
temple at Konark, the ruler is said to have established 
two hundred and twenty-four pathuriyiis (stone masons) 
by the side of the temple, granting fifteen miinas of land 
to each of them. Vasudeva Mahapatra, a master-artist was 
similarly settled in a village 64 The instances of 
monasteries employing artists are also known from the 
Malkapuram inscription (Andhra Pradesh). It refers to 
sculptor, goldsmith and coppersmith, carpenter, stone 
masons and architect employed by the local saiva 
Siddhanta monastery mentioned in the inscription as 
Visvesvara golak1. 65 The TeJi inscription66 of Korai Ravi 
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mentions aboufadministration and management of a 
temple in which painters and sculptors have also figured. 
When not engaged in temple-building the artists 
remained settled in villages, serving the community by 
performing various tasks. Some served in army; others 
worked as tool makers or depended on agriculture or 
hunting. When occasion arose, the master-artist among 
them performed work for patrons away from the village. 
For instance, Somesvara, a skilled silpi from Magadha 
worked for the Chandra rulers of Assam. 67 An inscription 
from Baijnath, east of Kangra district, refers to sutradhara 
Nuyaka who hailed from Nagarkot but combining with 
another artist of the same place he 'fashioned with chisel' 
a uiva temple at Baijnath. They both are said to have done 
this work "in accordance with the teachings of the 
sastras.68 

As regards the professional set up of artists in the 
Middle Ages, changes are evident in their functional 
categories. A comparison of the contemporary data with 
that of the earlier phase indicates-(i) disappearance now 
of certain earlier categories of artists like rupadaksa, 
sailiilaka, saila-vardhaki, kammantikn, iivesanin, navakarmika, 
sutrakiira and·sfttragriihin, (ii) a continuation of the earlier 
categories of sthapati, taks~aka, vardhaki and silpi and (iii) 
emergence of new categories like sutradhara, aksasalin, 
rupakara and vijnanika in the north India and of ruviiri 
(rupakara), acari (acarya) and voja (upadhyaya) in the Deccan 
and south . The available evidence shows involvement 
of wo~en also in artistic work. Now, as before, family 
was the basis of artists' training and the home was the 
workshop as well as the trainirtg center where father and 
the other elders of the family assumed the role of a guru. 
Crafts in a family did not remain limited only to the male 
members; women also learnt skills and sometimes 
produced excellent sculptures. We know of citrakiira sri 
Siitana whose daughter-in-law (vadhu) made the famous 
statue of Tara known from Mahoba in Uttara Pradesh.69 

This image is now deposited in the State Museum, 
Lucknow. An inscription of the Cahamanas of Nadol in 
Rajasthan similarly seems to refer to another woman 
artist. It is said in that record that when Pahini constructed 
a temple Jasadeva and others assisted him in this work.70 

In the latter case, the role of Jasadevi seems to have been 
substantial and significant to merit her mention by name. 

Sutradhiira occupied the highest position in the artists' 
professional set up. They planned their work as "Prithu 
planned the earth".71 They recruited workers and other 
experts for carrying out the designated work. The Baya 
Cakada, a record from Orissa, refers to the appointment 
of Sadasiva sflmantarai mahapatra as a sutradhiira who then 
recruited seven different contingents of artists including 
karmakara, murtikara, svansya (stone mason), cunura and 
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kamarakantaka (iron caster).72 The term sutradhara implies 
'one who holds a sutra' which implies a 'thread' i.e., 
'measure' as well as 'rule', relating to rituals and arts in 
the latter case.73 In that sense the term underscores the 
logic of things by which the underlying reasoning, 
argument, activity or comprehension in a skilful act 
would be entwined together in an appropriate pattem.74 

Sutradhara, as a 'holder of the sutra', in that light, seems 
well endowed with a pre-eminent status that seems re
enforced when God75 or K.ala76 {Time) are described as 
sutradharas who regulate the three worlds. 

The Natyasastra of Bharata77 defines sutradhara as one 
who could train others in music (gita and vadya) as also 
in reciting a text along with the bhava-s (moods) implicit 
in it. The passage in Bharata also suggests that a sutradhara 
was so designated owing to his knowledge of sutras of 
dramaturgical performance. The different usages of the 
term tend to indicate that this office was common to the 
spheres of drama and arts. This identity is best illustrated 
in the Harsacarita78 which brings out the similarity in the 
twin realms in relation to sutradhara even as it describes 
the plays of Bhasa and compares their elements with those 
of a temples. The comparison in the Harsacarita is made 
by punning the terms like bhumika .('role' in drama; 
'storeys' in temple) and pataka {'sub-plot' in drama and 
'fluttering flag' on a temple). Thus, with the help of three 
paronomastic clauses the relevant verse says that Bhasa 
gained as much splendour by his plays with their 
introduction spoken by the sutradharas and by furnishing 
them with several characters and roles in a manner they 
figure in a temple, adorned with several storeys and 
decorated with the fluttering banners. One may further 
add that the role of a sutradhara in the realm of art and 
architecture may even be more ancient than that in the 
realm of drama, going back in antiquity to the later Vedic 
period when vedi-s (sacrificial alters) were made with the 
help of a sutra (thread or cord) by the sutas. The 
Mahabharata (1. 47. 14-15) seems to support this 
suggestion, as suta, puranika, sthapati and sutradhara are 
all mentioned as separate designations qualifying the 
same personage namely, a suta.79 

The expertise of sutradharas in different areas of art 
activity is borne out in several historical instances, as in 
the case of sutradhara Chiccha who was an "expert in the 
sastra of Visvakarma"80

; or in the cases of Madhava, 
Mahidhara and Namadeva in central India who were 
known as "crest jewels among the sutradharas"
sutradhara siromani.81 Sutradhara Pithe is mentioned in an 
inscription from Bheragha t near J abalpur where he is 
credited with planning and constructing temples and 
other works in the manner in which "Prithu had planned 
the earth" .82 The sutradhara Sampula who constructed the 
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Bilvapani temple somewhere in Chhattisgarh is described 
as "aneka silpa nirmana payodheh paradrsvina". 83 As a 
designation, sutradhara is not mentioned in early 
references which however, do refer to sutragrahin and 
sutrakara, as in the Manu samhita (IV.47-48).1t seems likely 
that these designations derived from the function of 
measuring the proportions, preparation of the lay out and 
hastalekha etc., in which the use of sutra (thread) was 
essential, requiring an expert handling. Sutra was an 
essential part in the exercise related both to figure work 
and building activity, at every stage.84 And whoever was 
in-charge of such an operation was designated as a 
sutradhara owing to his specific function of measuring out 
the proportions and building the works accordingly 

In inscriptions known almost all over India, sutradharas 
occur more or less as a universal category of ancient artists 
who performed different roles and functions in art related 
activity. They figure as engravers of letters of inscriptions 
or they are mentioned as planners and executors of 
buildings; specially, the temples, monasteries and other 
sundry works that came to be raised whether singly at 
one site or severally in a larger complex. They are 
mentioned as serving the monarchs or their dependents 
who commissioned sculptures and other building works. 
Private individuals including pontiffs and priests 
employed them. References indicate their supremacy and 
skills and also their relative superiority vis a vis the other 
artists in the domain of art. The qualities that sutradharas 
were supposed to possess are often described in details 
in the silpa texts and in inscriptions. 

Eventually, the status and role of the sfltradhiiras 
became so prestigious and lucrative that people of 
different varnas and rank competed for that role as well 
as that title or designation. An inscription from Rajasthan 
(966 A.?.) ref~rs to a ksatriya who took up the occupation 
?£ a . s u.tradhara along with that designation. ss An 
mscnption from Kusuma (Rajasthan) similarly refers to 
a ksatriya na~ed Sthavira who engraved this record.86 The 
rank of artisans lured many others from different 
professions .. For instance, Nagapala, son of pandita Uhila 
and }a~atas1mha son of a bhogika became engravers, a 
profession that ~sed to be exclusive to artists; Mallavijaya, 
son of a dandan_ayaka took up the work of a sutradhiira. 87 

D~vagana, a _kayastha, is mentioned in a Chhattisgarh 
ep1graph as rupakara siromani (crest jewel of sculptors).88 
Some of these master-artists rose to the position of riinaka, 
t~akkura a~d ~iimqnta, 89 which are supposed to be feudal 
titles .. Habtb, m a different context, says that some of these 
the htles may represent 'clan monarchies'. These 
instances, in any case, indicate incursion of persons of 
other ranks and social status into the functional set up of 
artists. The rise of some of them to the rank of chiefs 
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enjoying feudal titles s ignifies artists' upward mobility 
in the social hierarchy. As a result of this, the stigma of 
sudra status on them might have got mitigated . Their 
knowledge of silpasiistra has been praised in the epigraphs 
and an inscription refers to a silpz w ho was a siistra-japl, II 

one who could recite siistra".90 The Brahmavaivarta Puriina 
has legitimized these developments with a story which 
gives to craftsmen a more respectable lineage. It explains 
their descent from ViSvakarma who was reborn as a 
brahmana to marry Ghritaci, an Apsara who was reborn 
as a milkmaid. 

Artists seem lo have been compen sa te d fo r· the i r work 
in different manners . Sometimes they rece ived land as 
reward; sometimes payment to them was made in cash . 
Work used to be done by them on contract also. The 
Malkapuram inscription of Rudra indicates that artists 
enjoyed the rights on land. The details in the epigraph 
indicate that officials and others, including the artis ts 
employed by the monastery were assigned some land , 
with the authorization to enjoy their emoluments with 
the rights of ownership.91 In case of the artis ts employed 
at the rftpiisa camp at Konark-when the Sun temple was 
under construction- the payments on account of contract 
or wages were handed out to them both in cash and in 
kind. The text records that artists and other workmen 
received gifts when the camp was closed and they were 
dispersed following completion of the temple. 
Accordingly, the sutradhiiras received from the ruler three 
k~osas of land extending from east to west in the Lankpada 
vzsaya as an endowment for life with some daksinii. 
Sad~nanda pattaniiyaka received a gift of land in 
Sadunandapura. The goldsmiths are said to have received 
some land for building their homes in Sanalapura where 
one hundred and eight stonemasons were a lso granted 
land. As quoted above, the land measuring fifteen mana 
(one miina was equal to one acre or 4820 square yards) 
was given to each of the two hundred and twen ty four 
stonemasons near the temple site so as to establish a 
community of s tonemasons there.92 This system of giv ing 
la~d as well as wages or payment according to contract 
mtght have been followed in regard to artists elsewhere 
also. An inscription from Karnataka of the time of the 
Calukyas of Kalyani suggests a land grant to a cittiirl 
(painter-sculptor) named Jakka.93 In yet another case the 
cost of building some parts of a temple has been 
computed to a total ~f three hundred and thirty dram mas, 
a figure that may e1ther represent the cost of building 
the parts of the monument or refer to the amount in cash 
accruing to Pahini who made them with the help of some 
other artists.'Jol The accrual of material gains from work 
appears to have induced rivalry among artists. This is 
particularly evident from inscriptions from Karnataka, 
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which mention particular sculptors (riiviin) as 'srnlters 
of rival sculptors' in the manner 'bherunda was to iiarabha' 
or 'siva was to Kamadeva' or 'vajra was to mountains'. 
These inscriptions bear out artists' g lory even as they 
denigrate the competitors.95 But perhaps the most 
eloquent tribute to them is paid in the Dhvanyiiloka of 
Anandavardhana which equates artists to Prajupati, the 
Creator and implies that while Prajupati creates according 
to defined rules, an artist does so by his independent and 
free w ill: apiire kiivyasamsiire kavirekah Prajiipatih/ yathiismai 
rocate visvnm tathaiva parivartate. We may also quote from 
<~ n epigraph of Karka Sova rnavarsa (812-813) a t Ellora 
where the a rti s t who made the celebrated Ka ilasa lc m.p le:: 

(no.16) finds himself pleasantly surprised at his creativity 
after he had so 'nonchalantly' transcended the Space, as 
it were, in creating a Kailasa away from its heavenly perch 
in a manner that even the 'immortals' mistook it for the 
original. The relevan t verse is quoted here in full: 

Having seen his wonderful abode (sm111ivesa) situated on the 
mountains of Elapura, the astonished immortals who travel in 
celestial cars always take much thought, saying, "This is the 
abode of Svayambhu-Siva and no artificially made dwellngO" 
Verily, even the silpin who built it felt astonjshment saying, 
"The utmost perseverance would fa il to accomplish such a work 
again; aho! How has it been achieved by me (so nonchalantly: 
akasmat)" and by the reason of it, the king was ca used to praise 
his name.% 

Such eulogies may truly define the imagined status of the 
ancient artist. 
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